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Abstract-This paper investigates the system performance of a 
cognitive relay network with underlay spectrum sharing wherein 
the relay is exploited to assist both the primary and secondary 
transmitters in forwarding their signals to the respective desti
nations. To exploit spatial diversity, beamforming transmission 
is implemented at the transceivers of the primary and secondary 
networks. Particularly, exact expressions for the outage proba
bility and symbol error rate (SER) of the primary transmission 
and tight bounded expressions for the outage probability and 
SER of the secondary transmission are derived. Furthermore, an 
asymptotic analysis for the primary network, which is utilized 
to investigate the diversity and coding gain of the network, is 
developed. Finally, numerical results are presented to show the 
benefits of the proposed system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, incorporating cooperative transmission into 

cognitive radio networks (CRNs) has attracted great research 
interest due to its advantages such as high efficiency in 
spectrum utilization, reliable transmission, and large radio 
coverage (see [1] and the references therein). Considering the 
use of relay transmission in CRNs, the work of [2] investigated 
the outage performance of a cognitive amplify-and-forward 

(AP) relay network. Furthermore, the authors of [3] studied 
the integration of a decode-and-forward (DF) relaying scheme 
into a CRN by examining the outage performance. Moreover, 
the performance in terms of channel capacity of a cognitive 
cooperative radio network (CCRN) was analyzed in [4]. 

Regarding techniques of accessing the licensed spectrum for 
CRNs, there exist spectrum overlay, spectrum underlay, and in
terweave (opportunistic) schemes. For instance, in [5], several 
spectrum sensing techniques and requirements of designing 
an overlay CRN have been investigated. On the contrary, [6] 

investigated the outage probability of an underlay CRN under 
the interference power constraint of the primary user assuming 
perfect channel state information (CSI) for the interference 
channel from the cognitive transmitter to the primary receiver. 
Furthermore, the work of [7] investigated the benefits of using 
cooperative relays in interweave cognitive radio systems which 
provide cooperative diversity gain. 

Recently, beamforming transmission has been proposed as 
an efficient technology to improve system performance and has 
been studied in the area of CRNs. In particular, the work of [8] 

investigated the implementation of beam forming transmission 
for underlay cognitive two-way relaying networks. In addition, 
the authors of [9] considered power allocation strategies for 
CRNs using beamforming transmission to guarantee the qual-
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ity of service (QoS) of the primary system when the secondary 

users (SUs) are given access to the licensed spectrum of 
the primary users (PUs). However, in [8], [9], the relays 
forward the signal of CRNs only. Theoretically, a terminal 
may receive signals from any neighbor transmitter due to 
the broadcast nature of wireless communications. Therefore, 
some recent transmission schemes in which the secondary 
relays also act as relays for the primary transmission have 
been proposed. For instance, considering the case of a single
antenna at all terminals of a cognitive AP relay system, it 
has been shown that letting the secondary relay forward the 
signals of both the primary and secondary transmitters results 
in a significant performance improvement for the primary 
network [10]. The main advantage of these schemes is that 
the interference incurred by the primary transmitter at the relay 
can be exploited to increase capacity for the primary network. 
As a result, the reliability of the primary transmission is 
enhanced. Further, these infrastructures become more efficient 
in utilizing spectrum and achieve better performance. 

This paper utilizes beamforming transmission in a cognitive 
relay network wherein the secondary AF relay simultaneously 

forwards the primary and secondary signals to the respective 
destinations. All wireless channels are modeled as Nakagami
m fading which comprises a variety of fading models as 
special cases. We further investigate system performance by 
deriving exact and asymptotic expressions for the outage prob
ability of the primary and secondary transmissions. Numerical 
results are presented showing that the primary transmission 
of the considered network outperforms that of the respective 
network without the assistance of the relay. 

Notation: Vectors are denoted by bold lower case letters and 
their Frobenius norm is expressed as II·IIF. Further, the proba
bility density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution func
tion (CDF) of a random variable (RV) X are ixC) and FxC), 
respectively. Next, Ck represents the binomial coefficient. 
Additionally, the gamma and incomplete gamma functions, de
fined in [11, eq. (8.310.1)] and [11, eq. (8.350.2)], are denoted 
as f(n) and f(n, x ) , respectively. Finally, U(a, b; x ) stands for 
the confluent hypergeometric function [11, eq. (9.211.4)] and 
lE{·} is the expectation operator. 

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS 

Consider an underlay cognitive relay network which co
exists with a primary network over Nakagami-m fading as 
depicted in Fig. 1. The secondary network consists of a 
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Fig. 1. System model of the consider system (SC=Selection combining). 

secondary transmitter SUTX with NI antennas, a secondary 
receiver SURX with N2 antennas, and a secondary relay SUR 
with a single receiver and transmit antenna. In view of the in
terference power constraint imposed by the primary user, SUTX 
needs to transmit with relatively low power. Furthermore, we 
assume that SUTX is located far from SURX• Therefore, the 
signal of the direct transmission from SUTX to SURX can be 
neglected. In order to achieve spatial diversity for the cognitive 
network, we deploy beamforming at SUTX and maximum 
ratio combining at SURX. The primary network consists of 
a primary transmitter PUTX equipped with N3 antennas and a 
primary receiver PURX with a single antenna. The communi
cation between PUTX and PURX is mainly performed through 

the respective direct link and partially through the assistance 
of the cognitive relay. To focus the transmit signal towards the 
single receive antenna of PURX, we also employ beamforming 
transmission at PUTX. 

Because there is no dedicated feedback channel from SUTX 
to PU RX, the instantaneous channel power gain of the link from 
SUTX to PURX is unavailable at the SUTX. However, SUTX can 
estimate the average channel gain for this channel based on 
some relatively stable parameters such as transmission distance 
and transmit/receive antenna gains. Utilizing this information, 
the SUTX controls its average transmit power to always meet 
the interference constraint at the PURX. With this assumption, 

the interference from the SUTX to the PURX can be neglected. 
Thanks to the assistance of SUR in forwarding the primary 
signal, there exits a dedicated feedback channel from PURX 
to SUR, i.e., the instantaneous channel power gain of the 

link from SUR to PURX is available at SUR. Let Xs and xp 
be, respectively, the transmit signals at SUTX and PUTX with 
corresponding average transmit powers Pp = E {lxpI2} and 
Ps = E {Ixs 12 }. Before transmitting on the i-th antenna, the 
transmit signal at SUTX is weighted by a complex number 
WI ,i = hl,dllhlllF where hl,i is the channel coefficient of 
the link from the i-th transmit antenna at SUTX to the receive 
antenna at SUR. Here, hI is a 1 x NI fading channel coefficient 
vector of the channel from SUTX to SUR whose elements are 
modeled as Nakagami-m fading with fading severity parameter 
m l  and channel mean power SlI. Then, a 1 x NI beamforming 
vector WI at SUTX is constructed by collecting the weights 
for all antennas, WI = hdllhIilF. Similarly, a 1 x N3 

beamforming vector at PUTX for the primary transmission is 
selected as W5 = h5/llh51IF, where h5 is a 1 x N3 fading 

channel coefficient vector of the channel from PUTX to PURX 
whose elements are modeled as Nakagami-m fading with 
fading severity parameter m5 and channel mean power Sl5. 
As a consequence, in the first hop, the received signal Yr at 
SUR and YPI at PURX are, respectively, given as 

Yr = hIw{i Xs + h3W� xp + nr 

YPI = h5W� xp + npi 

(1) 

(2) 

where h3 is a 1 x N3 fading channel coefficient vector of 

the channel from PUTX to SUR whose elements are modeled 
as Nakagami-m fading with fading severity m3 and channel 
mean power Sl3. Moreover, nr and npi are, respectively, the 
additive white Gaussian noises (AWGNs) at SUR and PURX 
with zero mean and variance No. At SUR, the received signal 
is then amplified with a factor G and forwarded to SURX. On 
one hand, SUR must control its transmit power to keep the 
interference power from the secondary transmission at PURX 
less than a predefined threshold Q. On the other hand, PUTX 
expects to increase the transmit power to achieve sufficient 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To compromise these conditions, 
the amplifying gain G is selected to maintain equilibrium as 

E { IGhIWfXsI
2} = Q/lh412, or G2 

= Q/PsllhIil}lh412. 
Here, h4 is the channel coefficient from SUR to PURX with 
fading severity parameter m4 and channel mean power Sl4. 
Therefore, the received signals at SURX and PURX are, re
spectively, given by 

Ys = GW:rh2hl w{i Xs + GW:rh2h3W� xp + Gw:rh2nr + ns (3) 

YP2 = Gh4hI w{i Xs + Gh4h3W� xp + Gh4nr + np2 (4) 

where ns and np2 are, respectively, the AWGN at SURX and 
PURX with zero mean and variance No. Next, h2 is a 1 x N2 
fading channel coefficient vector of the channel from SUR to 
SURX whose elements are Nakagami-m fading with fading 
severity parameter m2 and channel mean power Sl2. Finally, 

W2 is a 1 x N2 beamforming vector at SURX, W2 = h2/llh21IF' 
As observed from the system model in Fig. 1, the primary 
and secondary transmissions affect each other. In (3), the 
terms Gwfh2h3wf xp and Gwfh2hI wf Xs are the interfer
ence of the secondary and primary networks, respectively. 
Therefore, the instantaneous signal-to-interference plus noise 
ratio (SINR) at SURX, "(s, can be obtained from (3) as 

XIX2 
"(s = (5) 

aX2X3 + bXIX4 + cX2 

where Xl = Ilhlll}, l = 1, 2, 3 and X4 = Ih412, a = �, b = 

�o, and c = ��. The instantaneous SNR of the direct link 
PUTX ---+ PURX, "(PI' and the instantaneous SINR of the 
relaying link PUTX ---+ SUR ---+ PURX, "(P2' are, respectively, 
determined from (2) and (4) as 

"(PI = gX5 
"(P2 = X3/(dXI + 1) 

(6) 
(7) 
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where X5 = Ilh5 11}, d = �; (1 + � ) , f = P�Q' and 

9 = Pp/No. Given C2 
= Psllh1�}"lh412' then X4 does not 

appear in (7). It is noted that Xl, I E {I, 2, 3, 5}, is formulated 
as the summation of independent and identically distributed 
gamma RVs. Thus, Xl, X2, X3, and X5 are, respectively, 
gamma distributed RVs with parameter sets (N1m1, all), 
(N2m2, a2"1), (N3m 3, a3 1 ) , and (N3m5, ar;1) with al = 

�:. Note that a gamma distributed RV X with parameters 
(m, a-I), where m is a positive integer, has, respectively, the 
PDF and CDF as 

fx(x) = f�:) xm-1 exp( -ax) (8) 

m-1 aPxP Fx(x) = 1 -exp( -ax) L -,- (9) 
p=o p. 

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY 

A. Outage Probability of the Primary Network 

Assume that selection combining (SC) is applied at PURX to 
select the signal between the relaying and direct transmission 

of the primary system. Therefore, the instantaneous end-to
end SNR of the primary transmission can be attained as "(p = 

maxhp1, "(P2). Utilizing the order statistics theory, the CDF 
of "(p is given by 

(10) 

From (6) and (7), F'"YPl h) and F'"YP2 h) are, respectively, 
determined as 

(11) 

(12) 

From (9) together with the binomial theorem [11, eq. (1.111)], 

we obtain an expression for FX3 ["((d· Xl + e)]. Substituting 
this outcome and the expression of fX1 (Xl) given in (8) into 
(12), we have 

N3m3-1 I I I Cldi fl-i 
F'"YP2 h) = 1 -exp ( -fa3"() � a

�� � f (N1m1) 

x ai'" m1 100 xi'" m1 +i-1 exp ( -(a1 + a3d"() Xl) dX1 
(13) 

Then, applying [11, eq. (3.381.4)] to solve the remaining 
integral of (13), we obtain F'"YP2 h) as 

N3m3-1 I Clf(N +.) N1m1fl-i 
F ( )  = 1 _ '" '" , 1m1 t a1 

'"YP2 "( 
L...... L...... l lf(N m )aN1m1+i-ldN1m1 1=0 ,=0 1 1 3 

x ("(+ �l
d
)-N1m1-i

"(lexp(_fan) (14) 

Substituting (14) and (11) into (10), an exact expression for 
the CDF of "(p is given by 

N3m3-1 I Clf(N +.) N1m1fl-i 
F ( ) = 1 _ '" '" , 1 m1 t a1 '"YP "( 

L...... L...... l!f(N m )aN1m1 +i-ldN1m1 1=0 ,=0 1 1 3 

X 
"(I exp( -fan) N3�-1 abk 

ex (-a 1) 
( )N1m1+i L...... k!gk P 5 9 "( + 

QQ3"d k=O 
N3�-1 � Cif(N1m1 + i) N3�-1 

1 ai'"m "agfl-i + 
L...... L...... llf(N1md L...... k! aNlm1+i-l 
1=0 i=O k=O 3 

("( + :3"d) -
N1m1-i 

l+k (f9a3 + a5 ) x "( exp - "( (15) dN1m1gk 9 
Outage probability is defined as the probability that the 
instantaneous SNR falls below a predefined threshold "(t:,. 
The outage probability of the primary transmission can be 
calculated with (15) as Pout = F'"Ypht:,). 

B. Outage Probability of the Secondary Network 

It can clearly be seen from (5) that the instantaneous SINR 
of the secondary transmission is mathematically represented 
by a complicated function of multiple independent RVs, i.e., 
Xi, i = 1, 2, 3 , 4. Thus, finding an exact expression for 

F'"YS h), from (5) can be very difficult. Taking advantage of 
[12, eq. (25)], we adopt a tightly upper bounded expression 

"(su for "(s as 

"(su = min( "(Sl' "(S2) (16) 

where "(Sl = Xd(aX3 + c) and "(S2 = X2/(bX4). Since 
Xl, X2, X3 ,  and X4 are independent, "(Sl and "(S2 are also 
mutually independent. As a result, the lower bounded CDF of 

"(s can be derived from the CDFs of "(Sl and "(S2 based on 
the order statistics theory as 

where 

F'"YS1 h) = 100 FX1 b(aX3 + C)]fX3 (X3)dx3 (18) 

F'"YS2 h) = 100 FX2 (b"(X4)fx4 (X4)dx4 (19) 

Using (9) along with the binomial theorem [11, eq. (1.111)], 

we get FX1 h(ax3 + c)) . Next, substituting this outcome and 
fx3(X3) given in (8) into (18); the expression of FX2(b"(X4) 
given in (9) and fX4 (X4) given in (8) into (19), then applying 
[11, eq. (3.381.4)] to solve the remaining integrals, expressions 
for the CDF of "(Sl and "(S2 are obtained as 
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N2 m2 -1 
1 f( +) m4 ",q 

F ( )  -1 _ '"""' _ 

m4 q a4 I 'YS2 "( - � q' f(m) am4 bm4 ( ) m4+q q=O ' 4 2 "( + 004b 002 
(21) 

Finally, substituting (20) and (21) into (17), an expression for 
the CDF of "(su can be written as 

_ 
Nlml-l p N2 m2 -1 Cf f(m4+q) F'Ysub) -1- L L L p!q! f(m4) p=o t=O q=O 

f(N3m3 + i) c p -i aN3m3 am4 
x 

3 4 
f(N3m3) aN3m3bm4 ai"3m3-P+ia�4 

,,(p+q 
x ( ) N3m3 +i ( ) mdq exp( -can) (22) 

", +..Q;L "' +� 
I aOOI I 002 b 

Therefore, outage probability of the secondary transmission 
can be directly obtained by using the outage threshold, "(fh' 
as the argument for the expression in (22), P�ut = F'YS bfh) ' 
I V. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS FOR THE PRIMARY NETWORK 

As can be seen from (15), the exact expression for the 
outage probability of the primary network is too complicated 
to render insights into the system performance. Thus, asymp
totic expressions for the outage probability and SER in the 
high SNR regime are derived. In principle, the MacLaurin 
expansion for the CDF of the end-to-end instantaneous SNR, 
,,(p, at zero is deployed to analyze the asymptotic performance. 
Thus, we now adopt the MacLaurin expansion for the CDFs 

of "(PI and "(P2 '  then substituting these outcomes into (10) to 
achieve an asymptotic expression for "(p. From (6), we have 
F'YPI b) = FXsb/g)· Utilizing the MacLaurin expansion, in 

the high SNR regime, Ixs (X5) is approximated as 

N3mS 
I () 

a5 N3ms-1 + ( N3mS -I) Xs X5 = 

f(N3m5) X5 a x5 

Hence, we obtain an approximation for F Xs (X5) as 

(23) 

N3mS 
F () 

a5 N3mS + ( N3mS) (24) Xs X5 = 

f(N ) x5 a x5 3m5 + 1 

Consequently, an asymptotic expression for F'YPI b) is found 
as 

aN3ms ",N3mS 
FOO ( ) _ 5 I 'YPI "( - =f
C-:( N
-=-=-'

3
"-
m

-
5

-
+
-

1
7) gN3ms (25) 

In addition, taking the derivative of both sides of (12), the n-th 
order derivative of F'YP2 b) at zero is given by 

Fn ()I _ j,ooan[Fx3(W(xI'''()) ]1 I ( ) d 'YP "( '1=0 - a n '1=0 Xl Xl Xl 2 0 "( 
(26) 

where W(XI, "() = "( (d'XI +e). Utilizing the similar approach, 
an asymptotic expression for FX3 (X3) in the high SNR regime 

can be expressed as 

Then, applying [11, eq. (0.430.1)], the n-th order derivative 
of FX3(W(XI,"()) with respect to "( at zero can be given by 

aUFX3 (W(XI, "()) an(W(XI,"()) U-V 
I x awu a"(n '1=0 

It can be easily seen that 

(28) 

(W(XI,"()) V IFo = 

{ (
(
"( (

(
dXI + e)

)
)
)

: l
i
FO = 0; if v> 0 

"( dXI + e FO = 1; if v = 0 

if u = N3 m3 

if u < N3 m3 

Considering the case v = 0 and u = N3 m3 , we have 

(29) 

(30) 

if n < N3 m3 
(31) 

By substituting (29), (30), and (31) into (28), the n-th order 
derivative of FX3 (w (Xl, "()) at "( = 0 is found as 

an [FX3��n (XI' "())]IFO = (32) 

{ aN3m3 ,\, N3m3 CN3m3 d txt e N3m3-t 3 L.." t=l t I 
o 

if n = u = N3 m3 

if u < N3 m3 
(33) 

Putting (8) and (32) into (26) along with the help of [11, 

eq. (3.381.4)] to solve the remaining integral, we obtain the 
n-th order derivative of F'YP2 b) at "( = 0 as 

Thus, an asymptotic expression for F'YP2 b) in the high SNR 

regime is given by 

FOO b) = 

N
�

3 
cN3m3d te N3m3-tf(Nlml + t) 

(35) 'YP2 � t f(N m ) t=O I I 
aN3m3 "( N3m3 

X _3 
___ ...,.-___ ..,.-aflml f(N3 m3 + 1) 

Substituting (25) and (35) into (10), an asymptotic expression 
for the instantaneous SINR of the primary transmission can 
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be finally established as 

N3m3 dtjN3m3-t f(N + t) Foo ( ) = 
'" CN3m3 Iml 

'1P "( � t gN3ms f(Nlml) 

aN3m3aN3ms "(N3ms+N3m3 
X �3 

__ ��5 ___ =�� ____ ���� ____ � 
af1m1 f(N3m3 + 1)f(N3m5 + 1) (36) 

Now, we can obtain an asymptotic expression for the outage 

probability as p[;;r = F'IP("(i,,J. As pointed out in [13], in 

order to quantify the diversity gain of the system, we need 

to transform the expression of the outage probability of the 

primary system into the following form 

(37) 

where p = � denotes the average SNR of the primary system 

and o(p-Gd) stands for the higher order terms of F:;:', i.e., 

limp-too O(j,,-::d) = O. Furthermore, Gd and Ge are the diver-
'"Ip 

sity and coding gain of the primary system, respectively. In 

cooperative systems, Gd is a crucial performance metric which 

determines the slope of the curve of the outage probability or 

SER versus average SNR on a log scale. Furthermore, the 

coding gain of the network, Ge, determines the shift of the 

asymptotic outage probability curve as compared to the bench

mark curve p-Gd. It is straightforward to see from (36) that the 

diversity gain of the primary system is Gd = N3m5 + N3m3. 
For the secondary network, the performance does not only 

depend on its transmit power at SUTX but also the interference 

power threshold Q at PURX. With a fixed transmit power 

at SUTX, for low value of Q, the outage probability of the 

secondary network will decrease corresponding to the increase 

of Q. However, when the value of Q exceeds a threshold, for 

which the transmit power of SUTX and SUR always satisfy the 

interference constraint, the outage probability of the secondary 

network is almost invariant to the increase of Q (see Fig. 4 

and Fig. 5). Thus, there is no slope of the curve of the outage 

probability versus Q/No in a log scale. Therefore, we do not 

investigate asymptotic performance for the secondary system. 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, we present analytical results in comparison 

with Monte Carlo simulations. Let dl, d2, d3 ,  d4, and d5 
be the normalized distances of the links SUTX -+ SUR, 
SUR -+ SURX, PUTX -+ SUR, SUR -+ PURX, and PUTX -+ 
PURX, respectively. Assume that the path-loss decays with an 

exponent of 4 for highly shadowed urban environment. 

First, we show the impact of fading severity parameters and 

the number of antennas at PUTX on the primary performance 

when fixing dl = d2 = d5 = 0.5 and d2 = d3 = 0.5 in the 

following cases: 

• Case 1: Nl = N2 = 2, N3 = 2, mi = 0.5,i E {I"" ,5} 
• Case 2: Nl = N2 = 2, N3 = 2, mi = 1.0,i E {I"" ,5} 
• Case 3: Nl = N2 = 2, N3 = 3, mi = 1 .0, i E {I"" ,5} 

The interference power-to-noise ratio Q/No of PURX and 

the average transmit power-to-noise ratio Ps/No of SUTX 
are selected as Q/No = 5 dB and Ps/No = 10 dB. 

-g 10·1r-�-'------'-'..--'---�-----'--�--------------' 
� - Exact 
1:l10·2 • Simulation 
� .... + .. Asymptotic 
.� 10-3 
0. 

·510-4 
"-' o 
&10.5 
:.0 
� 10·6 
0. 
�10·7 
.g Case 3 
o 10.8o;;----:------:C;:---�-----;=---�-------=30 

SNR(dB) 

Fig. 2. Outage probability of the primary network for various fading severity 
parameters and different numbers of antennas at PUrx. 

SNR(d8) 

Fig. 3. Outage probability of the primary network with and without the 
assistance of SUR. 

For all the considered cases, the outage threshold is set as 

"(b, = "(3, = 3 dB. As can be seen from Fig. 2 with the 

identical antenna configuration at the transceivers of Case 1 

and Case 2, Nl = N2 = N3 = 2, the primary performance in 

Case 2 is better than that in Case 1. This is attributed to the fact 

Case 4: N1 =2, N2=2, N3=2 
Case 5: N1 =3, N2=3, N3=2 
Case 6: N1 =4, N2=4, N3=2 

Fig. 4. Outage probability of the secondary network for different numbers 
of antennas at SUTX and SUR)(. 
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Fig. 5. Outage probability of the secondary network with various distances 
from PUTX to SUR· 

that Case 2 is endowed with more favorable fading conditions, 

ml = 1, l E {I, 2, 3, 4, 5}, compared to Case 1, ml = 0,5. 
Further, comparing Case 3 with Case 2, one can observe 

the effect of the number of antennas at PUTX on the outage 

probability and SER. Clearly, the outage probability decreases 

significantly relative to the increase in the number of antennas 

at the primary transmitter. As expected, the asymptotic curves 

converge to the analytical results as well as the simulations 

in the high SNR regime. From these plots, the achievable 

diversity gains for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 are observed as 

2, 4, and 6, respectively, which coincide with the asymptotic 

analysis. 

Fig. 3 compares the outage probability of the primary 

networks with and without the assistance of SUR. The network 

parameters are again selected as Case1, Case 2 and Case 3. 

As expected, in the high SNR regime, the performance of the 

primary network with the assistance of SUR outperforms that 

of the system without the assistance of SUR. 

Fig. 4 exhibits the effect of the antenna configurations at 

SUTX and SURX on the secondary performance. For these 

examples, the average transmit power-to-noise ratios Pp/ No at 

PUTX and Ps/No at SUTX are selected as Pp/No = Ps/No = 

5 dB. We change the number of antennas NI, N2 while fixing 

the other parameters, dl = d2 = d5 = 0.5, d3 = 1.0, N3 = 2, 
and ml = 2, I E {I, ... , 5}. As observed from Fig. 4, when 

the number of antennas at the secondary transceivers increases, 

the outage probability of the secondary network decreases. 

Thus, employing multiple antennas together with beamforming 

transmission seems to be a suitable solution to improve the 

system performance of an underlay cognitive AF relay network 

which suffers from a strict constraint on its transmit power. 

Fig. 5 depicts outage probability of the secondary transmis

sion for various values of the distance from PUTX to SUR, d3, 
when fixing the number of antennas NI = N2 = 4, N3 = 2 
and distances dl = d2 = d4 = d5 = 0.5. The average 

transmit power-to-noise ratios Pp/No and Ps/No are selected 

as Pp/No = Ps/No = 5 dB. It can be seen that when the 

distance between the primary transmitter and secondary relay 

become farther away, the secondary performance is improved. 

This benefit can be attributed to the fact that the interference 

power imposed by the primary transmission to the secondary 

transmission reduces when this distance increases. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have deployed beamforming transmission for the pri

mary and secondary networks wherein the secondary relay 

facilitates both the primary and secondary communications. 

We have further analyzed the system performance of the net

work by deriving exact expressions for the outage probability 

of the primary network and tight bounded expressions for the 

outage probability of the secondary network. Moreover, an 

asymptotic analysis has been developed to reveal the diversity 

gain and coding gain of the primary network. Also, numerical 

examples have been presented to illustrate the impact of 

different network parameters on the system performance. The 

numerical results also indicate that the performance of the 

primary transmission of the considered network outperforms 

that of a network in which the secondary relay only assists 

the secondary transmission. 
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